ABSTRACT

Mobility and Theatre: Theatre Makers as Nomadic Subjects

This article discusses the pros and cons of theatrical mobility, investigating situations where theatre is breaking its traditional practices of being local and urban by becoming mobile, international and rural. The main features in this context are guest performances at home and abroad, the importation of guest directors, performers, designers \textit{et cetera}, and finally, site-specific and open-air productions. The structure of the analysis is based on these features, partly derived from the historical development of theatre but partly also from the aim of contrary thinking, insisting that contrary to the widespread assumption of nomadism as something indigenous or postmodern, nomadic attitudes can also be detected in quite traditional forms of theatre making and living. While touring at home and abroad provides opportunities for theatre makers to practice nomadic life style, summer theatre creates an opportunity for spectators to experience nomadism in more local spaces.

The above mentioned features are analysed in the context of Estonian theatre, drawing occasional parallels with the neighbouring country of Finland. Each section goes through three periods of Estonian theatre history; 1) the period before the Second World War when theatres belonged to societies; 2) the period between 1940 and 1991 when Estonia was a part of the Soviet Union and all theatrical activities were subject to state control; 3) the period of independence and globalization. Since each period had a different imprint on theatrical mobility, the phenomenon will be investigated in relation to the political, social and cultural contexts, using Bruno Latour’s concept of actor-network-theory as a methodological tool.
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\textit{Anneli.Saro@ut.ee}
During the twentieth century, theatre has been considered to be more local than global, more institutional and urban than rural. In my paper, I am going to analyze the pros and cons of theatrical mobility, investigating situations where theatre is breaking its traditional practices of being local and urban by becoming mobile, international and rural. The main features in this context are: 1) guest performances at home; 2) guest performances abroad; 3) the importation of guest directors, performers, designers et cetera; 4) site-specific and open-air productions. The structure of the analysis is based on these features, partly derived from the historical development of theatre but partly also from the aim of contrary thinking, insisting that contrary to the widespread assumption of nomadism as something indigenous or postmodern, nomadic attitudes can also be detected in quite traditional forms of theatre making and living. The above-mentioned features are analysed in the context of Estonian theatre, drawing occasional parallels with the neighbouring country of Finland. Each section goes through three periods of Estonian theatre history: 1) the period before the Second World War when theatres belonged to societies; 2) the period between 1940 and 1991 when Estonia was a part of the Soviet Union and all theatrical activities were subject to state control; 3) the period of independence and globalization. Since each period had a different imprint on theatrical mobility, the phenomenon will be investigated in relation to the political, social and cultural contexts.

A suitable methodological tool for the research has been found already by Ott Karulin² and Christopher B. Balme³ who have used Bruno Latour’s actor-network-theory⁴ for mapping activities of a theatre and a manager respectively, taking into consideration their geographical mobility, networking, repertoire and audiences. Latour defines an actor as follows: “… any thing that does modify a state of affairs by making a difference is an actor — or, if it has no figuration yet, an actant.”⁵ It means that actors embrace more than agents in Pierre Bourdieu’s theory, covering not only people, groups and institutions but also objects (like, for example, texts and technology) that have agency to change the state of affairs. And network is defined by Latour as “a string of actions where each participant is treated as a full-blown mediator”.⁶ He also stresses that a network is, first of all, a methodological tool: “an expression to check how much energy, movement, and specificity our own reports are able to capture. […] It is a tool to help describe something, not what is being described.”⁷ The value of the actor-network-theory lies in its intention to track relations between different actors and to describe movement instead of fixed entities. Because of that, the theory has been proved to be useful for investigating mobility in theatre and also has the potential to highlight certain aspects of artistic nomadism. Latour’s discourse supports mobility and fluidity and resembles in this regard theories developed by Gilles Deleuze, Félix Guattari⁸, Rosi Braidotti and other postmodern thinkers. For example, he points out that the actor “is not the source of an action but the moving target of a vast array of entities swarming toward it”.⁹ In addition, since Latour values thick description as a research
tool, the following article describes more than it explains in the conviction that a carefully chosen and composed description also has an explanatory value.

Only certain aspects of theatrical mobility are described and analysed here, emanating from the following research questions. What factors trigger theatrical mobility? What consequences do touring and internationalisation have on artistic practices and life styles of theatre makers? And what kinds of relationships are created with audiences through theatrical mobility? Thus, the central focus of the research lies on actors (in the Latourian sense) and mobility, and not so much on networks. Nevertheless, the formation or spontaneous creation of theatrical networks, i.e. theatre troupes is tackled in the second part of the article, while relationships with spectators as important actors in networks in the first part.

THE INFLUENCE OF TOURING ON THEATRE MAKERS AND PRACTICES

The domestic mobility of theatres depends, first of all, on the national theatre system and cultural policy. In Estonia, institutional theatres are mostly bound to a certain house(s) or hall(s) where they rehearse and give performances. Contrary to this is the touring system that was widely practiced in Europe until the nineteenth century but also exists nowadays in the Netherlands, for example. The Estonian theatre never used the touring system nor had a strong central touring company as found in Sweden and in some other countries. In the twentieth century, semi-professional or professional theatres were established, even in small towns, so there was no great need for touring theatre. Nevertheless, almost all institutional theatres have toured to a certain extent, sometimes because of the limited size of local audiences, sometimes as a cultural mission of theatre institutions or the state’s cultural policy. The first two reasons were dominant before the Second World War and all three to different extents after the war.

The first and only travelling theatre in Estonia, the Travelling Theatre (Rändteater), was established in 1926 by a group of actors, who left their home institution because of its poor artistic quality. Within two years, the Travelling Theatre joined the Drama Studio Theatre because the constant commuting tended to be exhausting and also provided an unstable income. Nevertheless, the group continued travelling all over Estonia, performing, among others, plays by Shakespeare, Schiller and Strindberg, which were all received quite warmly, even in remote places. An actor of the theatre, Alfred Mering, has described the working conditions as follows: “A two month long winter tour on a narrow-gauged railway followed. The winter was extremely cold. As always, we used a rented wagon for sleeping. On some days, we rode in horse carriages for 25-30 kilometres to be able to give a performance at some distant places from the railway in the evening.”

The bus as a potential but exceptional vehicle of touring was mentioned only in connection with a broken bus. Based on the Estonian sources, guest performances seem to have been an extremely austere form of theatre making in the first half of the twentieth century.

Memoires of theatre makers concentrate mostly on exceptional events and conditions. Thus often the modes of travelling and the vehicles for transportation receive more attention than the actual performances or the reception at the various sites. It is obvious that the use of technology and technological development in general influenced not only theatre making but also the distribution and consumption of theatre, and this becomes evident also in the short history of touring practices presented in this article.

The situation described above did not change much after the Second World War. In the Soviet Union, including Estonia, all theatres had an obligation to give guest performances in the countryside and small towns. The reason for that was not so much a cultural mission or decentralization but, first of all, theatre was considered to be an important ideological and educational tool and touring was a strategy to reach a wide range of inhabitants (especially workers and farmers) providing them both professional theatre culture and didactic input. Every theatre had to have a plan that regulated the work of the theatre and that consisted of, among other things, a fixed and constantly increasing number of productions, performances (the performances...
in the countryside were a separate category) and theatre visits (tickets sold). Thus, theatres were very interested in selling a high number of tickets not only because it provided them with an extra income but also because it formed a basis for state subsidies (the more tickets sold, the more spectators were ‘served’, thus, the higher was the subsidy).

Since the Second World War the number and percentage of guest performances has been in negative correlation with the average income per capita and the development of technology. For example, in the 1950s most Estonian theatres gave approximately half of their performances away from their permanent theatre building and city, but in the second half of the 1960s the number of guest performances started slowly to decrease because of a new trend – kolkhozes and sovkhozes also used their new permanent theatre building and city, but in the second half of the 1960s the number of guest performances started slowly to decrease because of a new trend – kolkhozes and sovkhozes also used their new buses for providing cultural entertainment for their workers, i.e. taking them to theatre performances (the more tickets sold, the more spectators were ‘served’, thus, the higher was the subsidy).

The decreasing trend continued until the end of the 1970s. And buses as important agents of transport (cold and bumpy lorries or buses, long night drives, etc.) or the hazards on the road (broken engines and tires, snow, mud, etc.). Since there was no electricity in many performance places, an electric generator and in the case of musical productions, a piano often had to be transported. If something happened to the generator, performances were given by candle light or oil lamps. Since technology was the weakest link in the chain, theatre makers in their memories often describe situations where they were stuck in the road or struggled with exceptional performing conditions. Sometimes, actors started guest performances by cleaning and building the stage. Sometimes, they had to wait for the spectators to arrive. (In the 1950s guest performances in the countryside started normally around 9 or 10 pm depending on audiences and ended after midnight. Sometimes actors had to face the hostility or disinterest of the local people, or sometimes they were treated as dear guests and invited to dinners, parties or weddings. The system of guest performances meant that theatre companies mostly returned to their home base after the performance and the troupe did not have many possibilities to communicate with the audiences outside of the play. When theatres were on tour and stayed overnight in the performance location, completely different relationships developed between the troupe, the audience and the local people. This rather stable touring system for theatre collapsed entirely at the beginning of the 1990s when Estonia became both politically and economically independent from Russia and a major shortage of gas and other commodities affected the whole society.

Because of the reasons explained earlier (unstable artistic standards of performance and discomfort of travelling), Estonian theatre did not switch back to this half-touring regime after the economic crisis. But one should keep in mind that in addition to the theatre system and the cultural policy, the third influential factor affecting the mobility of theatres has been the lack of local audiences. This kind of problem has been facing contemporary dance groups who are also targeting international stages or, for example, the Rakvere Theatre that is situated in a town with 17,000 inhabitants and has to give more than 50% of its performances outside its home town, either in the countryside or in
other cities with or without a theatre. Since 1985, the Rakvere Theatre has performed in 200 different cities and villages, covering 30-40 venues yearly.\textsuperscript{17} It should be mentioned that other institutions also practice touring to a limited extent. Thus, regular guest performances and a lively summer theatre tradition also explains why there are so many stationary and temporary performance locations in Estonia (see Figure 1) while professional theatre companies are located only in Tallinn, Rakvere, Kuressaare, Pärnu, Viljandi and Tartu.

Because of the rapid development of technology, touring has been made as comfortable as possible for actors and technicians. New buses and personal technological equipment also provide an almost domestic life style on the road. As Karl Kalkun (senior) argues, technology has ruined the romanticism of touring because in a warm and comfortable bus one can sleep like in your mother’s lap and all the beautiful songs fade away.\textsuperscript{19}

In conclusion, one can state that a kind of middle way between a repertoire and touring system has been and is practiced in Estonia as in many other European countries.\textsuperscript{20} Touring has been one of the influential factors behind the numbers of spectators for theatre. For the 1980s, the number of theatre visits exceeded the number of inhabitants in Estonia and, according to various surveys, approximately half of the Estonian population visits theatre at least once a year.\textsuperscript{21} Nevertheless, technological development has changed travelling by theatre companies and the quality of their guest performances to a considerable extent, and created at the same time, more opportunities for potential audiences to reach theatre privately, either by private cars or by television. The immobility of theatres – of course, if they are attractive enough – activates spectators, making them (in addition to performers) nomadic subjects in search of artistic experiences. In investigating touring in Estonian theatre, the importance of spectators as influential actors in theatrical networks becomes apparent. Moreover, technology as a mediator (in the Latourian sense) between performers and spectators both in their geographical and

Fig. 1. Number of professional theatre performances in Estonia in 2013 by location.\textsuperscript{18}
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Rannet in more than 200 theatres all over the Eastern Union, and Jakobson were staged in 30-40 theatres all over the European Union.

For example, several socialist realist plays by August Koidula, August Kitzberg, Eduard Vilde and Hugo Raudsepp have drawn moderate attention mostly with his plays Highway Crossing, or the tale of a Golden Fish (1997, translated into 8 languages and produced more than 50 times) and The Bridge (2000, 6 languages, approx. 10 productions).

Guest performances abroad have a clear correlation with the economical welfare of the country and to a certain extent also with political freedom. Theatrical exchange with other countries expanded in Estonia in the 1930s (with the increase in economic welfare), in the 1970s with the increase in political freedom and economic capital) and in the twenty-first century (with the increase in economic welfare and the outcome of the state’s and European Union’s cultural policy).

Between 1956 and 1990, leading Estonian theatres performed quite often in Moscow and St. Petersburg on the occasion of different celebrations and competitions but the visits can hardly be considered as theatre export because Estonian theatre was part of the Soviet theatre system and the visits illustrated the obligatory ties between the territorial centre (Moscow) and the periphery (all the rest of the USSR). Guest performances of such peripheral theatres abroad were quite rare and especially to capitalist countries because of the Cold War. All the trips of the theatres to other states within the Soviet Union or abroad were controlled by the Ministry of Culture of the USSR and the organisation was extremely bureaucratic and time-consuming, normally taking from a year to two years and sometimes the trips were cancelled without any obvious reason.

The first clear breakthrough towards liberation and the freedom to travel happened already at the end of the 1980s in the context of perestroika and a second one at the turn of the new century, when Estonia became a member of European Union (2004).

For example in 2012, Estonian theatres gave 187 performances abroad with 50 productions in 28 countries to 66,000 spectators. (The numbers were not stable of course – in 2013 they were respectively 117 performances, 47 productions, 23 states, 25,655 spectators). The most famous Estonian director at home and abroad is currently Tiit Ojasoo, who often works in tight collaboration with scenographer, director and performance artist Ene-Liis nition abroad is Jaan Tätte, an actor by profession, mostly with his plays Highway Crossing, or the tale of a Golden Fish (1997, translated into 8 languages and produced more than 50 times) and The Bridge (2000, 6 languages, approx. 10 productions).

Theatrical exchange with other countries expanded in Estonia in the 1930s (with the increase in economic welfare), in the 1970s (with the increase in political freedom and economic capital) and in the twenty-first century (with the increase in economic welfare and the outcome of the state’s and European Union’s cultural policy).

Between 1956 and 1990, leading Estonian theatres performed quite often in Moscow and St. Petersburg on the occasion of different celebrations and competitions but the visits can hardly be considered as theatre export because Estonian theatre was part of the Soviet theatre system and the visits illustrated the obligatory ties between the territorial centre (Moscow) and the periphery (all the rest of the USSR). Guest performances of such peripheral theatres abroad were quite rare and especially to capitalist countries because of the Cold War. All the trips of the theatres to other states within the Soviet Union or abroad were controlled by the Ministry of Culture of the USSR and the organisation was extremely bureaucratic and time-consuming, normally taking from a year to two years and sometimes the trips were cancelled without any obvious reason.

The first clear breakthrough towards liberation and the freedom to travel happened already at the end of the 1980s in the context of perestroika and a second one at the turn of the new century, when Estonia became a member of European Union (2004). For example in 2012, Estonian theatres gave 187 performances abroad with 50 productions in 28 countries to 66,000 spectators. (The numbers were not stable of course – in 2013 they were respectively 117 performances, 47 productions, 23 states, 25,655 spectators). The most famous Estonian director at home and abroad is currently Tiit Ojasoo, who often works in tight collaboration with scenographer, director and performance artist Ene-Liis
Semper. One fifth (36) of all the guest performances abroad were presented by Ojasoo’s theatre NO99. In second place was the project-based theatre the R.A.A.A.M. (31), in third place was the production house of contemporary dance the Kanuti Gildi SAAL (20) and fourth was the Estonian Puppet and Youth Theatre (18).

Unusually, it is the productions by the Theatre NO99 and R.A.A.A.M which are mostly word-based that are the most heavily exported at the moment, while dance and children’s theatre (often small scale productions) traditionally represent the more mobile forms of theatre. The largest number of performances were given in Germany but the most often visited countries were neighbors Russia and Finland. (Similarly the most visited countries by Finnish companies were respectively Sweden, Russia and Germany during this period.)

For the sake of balance, the importation of theatre should also be included in this overview. Since approximately 25% of the Estonian population is Russian speaking, many theatres from Russia make regular visits to the country: for example in 2013, 17 out of 65 productions were performed by theatres from Russia. Otherwise it is difficult to make any convincing generalizations about the cultural background of companies and performers coming from Europe because often the groups are multi-national, sometimes including Estonian performers. As concerns genres, contemporary dance is an important feature from the Western countries, while drama is the main import from the Eastern countries.

In conclusion, one can state that the biggest obstacles to international theatre export are the limited financial resources, as well as the language and mental barriers. (From a historical or world perspective, political restrictions should also be mentioned.) But the first step to overcoming these obstacles concerns theatre makers and managers who have to depart from their comfort zone and start looking for collaboration and exchange outside of their own theatre houses. A similar kind of message was given by the Minister of Culture of Finland, Paavo Arhinmäki, when he nominated the state prize of performing arts in 2013 to three small theatres (two from Finland and one from Estonia) for their artistic collaboration and exchange of actors. Despite this, guest performances abroad create looser and more occasional relationships with spectators compared to touring in the homeland but they definitely strengthen cultural ties between theatre institutions and countries. This leads us to the next topic.

THE IMPORTATION AND EXPORT OF GUEST DIRECTORS, PERFORMERS, DESIGNERS, ETC.

Directors and designers travelling across the borders of their home country are the most common and the easiest form of theatrical mobility nowadays, if artists have achieved a certain fame at home or abroad, of course. In their work, language issues can be solved quite easily. But historically the situation has been different. Already in the first half of the twentieth century, several Estonian actors (Paul Pinna, Theodor Altermann, Liina Reiman, etc.) were working temporarily either in Germany, Russia or Finland, performing in local languages, not to mention quite regular study trips of all kinds of theatre makers to Europe or Russia. The situation changed considerably after the Second World War. First, there were obligatory instructional ties with Moscow and Leningrad, but Estonian-speaking actors hardly performed in Russia because of their heavy accent in Russian (in Soviet movies actors from the Baltic countries played mostly Germans because then their accents were not distracting). For example Voldemar Panso, the leading director of the time and the head of the Estonian Theatre School, travelled quite a lot as a tourist outside of the USSR but hardly with his troupe or productions and never produced anything abroad. Panso, like several other established directors and actors who enjoyed the privileges of travelling, wrote detailed reports about the foreign countries they visited, paying special attention to everything that differed from Soviet conditions. For example in 1965, the Estonian Drama Theatre had guest performances in Helsinki and as an outcome of this an essay “About Finland, Finns and Finnish Theatre” was written by Panso, giving a detailed overview about Finnish nature, architecture, people and theatre. Finland was also the first capitalist country with which the exchange of stage directors was carefully established in 1960. Nevertheless, since the background of
guest directors and ideological stances of their productions were rigorously controlled during the Cold War, not much of significance was born out of this kind of cultural exchange across the borders of the Soviet Union. The situation did not change rapidly after the (re)independence of Estonia because international collaboration continued to have certain obstacles.

Analyzing the dynamic of theatrical mobility by theatre makers, one can repeat again the biggest obstacles of international exchange – the lack of money, linguistic difficulties and mental barriers. In addition to that, one can detect two contrary tendencies at work: first the search for novelty and new perspectives, such as exoticism, and at the same time conservatism in accepting novelty and new perspectives. To put it plainly, guest directors or designers often experienced the feeling of an intellectual and emotional vacuum when working abroad and the spectators at the same time could experience a sense of estrangement from the production; this might happen even when the production dealt with universal topics. Despite certain reservations, however, guests definitely broke the routine of theatre making and sometimes led to wonderful works. Directors who have been able to find a common language with local actors and audiences have become persistent guests in Estonia. For example, Adolf Shapiro (since 1971) and Sasha Pepelyaev (since 2002) from Sweden and Georg Malvius (since 1989) from Russia have influenced the Estonian theatre field quite a lot with their successful productions and working methods. Often, guest directors, who work in tight collaboration with certain set and costume designers or assistants, take their colleagues with them abroad, making the exchange multidimensional.

The importation of guest directors or performers not only brings cultural diversity but also intensifies professional competition and raises artistic standards. This has led to the situation where the Estonian opera companies Estonia and Vanemuine have become more international: most opera and ballet directors are invited from abroad, and the leading roles are performed by guest singers and the majority of dancers of the ballet troupes are from other countries using the theatres often as a springboard to Western Europe or America. Local opera or ballet artists work either at home or abroad, while less talented ones are forced to find other possibilities to make a living. Another issue that has been problematic is the different salary standards for local and guest artists. Since the average income in Estonia has been among the lowest in the European Union, guest artists’ fees often exceed the ones paid for locals because living standards in the country of origin have been taken into consideration. Thus, the negative aspects of theatrical internationalization include an inequality in salaries, a negative (displacing) impact on local theatre cultures and cultural homogenization.

Erika Fischer-Lichte has pointed out that one of the most urgent issues facing theatre research today is the question of how theatre is affected by the rapid processes of globalization. Three rather new phenomena play important roles in the process: internationally composed opera, dance and theatre companies; the ubiquitous workshop culture; and international theatre festivals. Addressing them does not simply mean carrying out intercultural studies on theatre, but – in many respects – opening up a completely new field. Artists and troupes travelling freely from one country to another have the biggest potential to represent truly nomadic subjects.

In conclusion it can be stated that internationalization and growing trends of cultural exchange definitely need more investigation and conceptualization that exceeds the limits of the current article. Opposing the problems of globalisation, more attention should also be paid to local, regional mobility.

SITE-SPECIFIC AND OPEN AIR PRODUCTIONS
In this section, the summer theatre tradition in Estonia will be analysed since it offers interesting examples of theatrical mobility. The term ‘summer theatre’ (suuteater in Estonian) covers all productions staged during the summer months, mostly from June to August, the off-season for professional theatre, both indoors and outdoors, either in found places or in permanent theatre houses (however, the latter happens rather rarely), either by professionals or by amateurs (the latter is rare by contrast with
other Nordic countries). Institutions that tend to perform only in the summer are also sometimes named and called summer theatres, for example Emajõe Suveteater in Tartu. It is also noteworthy that summer theatre activities are not regulated by state or municipalities and usually also not by big theatre institutions. Therefore, they can mostly be considered as the personal initiative of theatre makers or managers, often driven by two contrary wishes to earn some extra income and to spend the summer vacation in a pleasant environment (preferably outside of the city) and in good company.

There are several reasons why summer theatre has not deserved much attention in theatre histories or statistics. First, summer theatre tends to be semi-professional, semi-amateur and because of the latter it has often fallen out of the study of professional theatres. In theatre histories, summer productions are sometimes briefly tackled in chapters that analyse city theatres and the cultural life in the area. Second, often summer theatres provide light entertainment that has not been valued highly in theatrical research. And third, the deficit of information covering most areas of a country and most artistic projects can be considered as a main obstacle for extensive research.

Both local theatres and guest troupes started to give open-air performances more regularly in the second half of the nineteenth century, but these spectacles were mostly just removed from indoors to outdoors and performed on a raised stage. Special open-air productions on an unmarked stage area appeared in Estonian at the beginning of the 1920s. Throughout the twentieth century, theatres performed sporadically during the summer and sporadically also outdoors. But a sudden change occurred in 1995 as a result of the highly successful summer production of *The Three Musketeers* in the Tallinn City Theatre (Fig. 2) that earned as big a profit as all the other productions of that theatre during the year. This event encouraged not only institutional and private theatres but also independent directors and theatre managers to produce special summer productions, mostly with newly composed professional troupes in diverse found places and spaces (some indoors, some outdoors, some in the cities, but mostly in the countryside). During the last 10-15 years there have been approximately 30-40 new summer productions every year and altogether 40-60 productions per season.

In general, Estonian summer theatre implies traveling and settling on new territories both by theatre makers and spectators. Summer productions can take place inside or outside of manor houses, beside picturesque river bends, in ancient castle ruins, on small islands, in the forest or a bog, etc. (Fig. 3) By contrast with the Finnish situation,37 Estonian theatre makers are rarely faithful to one specific location for summer performances but rather tend to be in constant search for new exciting environments. Furthermore, the comfort of audiences is not an important issue in Estonian summer theatre, but rather the aim is to provide new or unusual experiences.

Summer theatre should not be analyzed as an

---

Fig. 2. *The Three Musketeers* (1995), Tallinn City Theatre, directed by Elmo Nüganen. A former construction site is transformed into an open-air theatre. Photo: Prit Grepp.
isolated phenomenon. The so-called Estonian summer culture in general underwent a boom at the end of the last century. In addition to various theatre productions, folk and popular music festivals, and concerts of classical music in small towns (e.g. the Tamula Lake Music concerts in Võru) or in rural areas (e.g. the Leigo Lake Music) should also be taken into account. These open-air events targeted the general public, combining art, the natural environment, and food and drink. Summer culture is often consumed by people who would not attend an indoor performance of classical music and would probably not go to the theatre either. Such extraordinary and ‘exclusive’ events became a compulsory component of the vacations of the nascent middle class and a natural part of their lifestyle, thereby acquiring a considerable symbolic importance. Open-air events often take people to new, naturally beautiful parts of Estonia, providing an opportunity for pleasurably spending time with family or friends, and maybe even, with a little luck, enjoying an artistic experience.

In the Nordic countries, where the summers are short and often cold and rainy, one has to catch every sunny day and ray of sunshine. One must also emphasize the implicit connection with nature felt by Estonians, who are for the most part first or second generation city-dwellers. This is manifested in the many pantheistic features of their worldview and, more specifically, in the summer cottages in the countryside that are owned by almost every family. It means that during the summer season most of the inhabitants practice a small scale nomadism commuting back and forth between their city and country home or moving permanently to the countryside and accepting, through that, a new identity and lifestyle for that period.

The importance of national epics and their popularity among summer audiences in Estonia may be a sign of a nostalgic yearning for national ideals and a feeling of solidarity. The large number of spectators at open-air performances intensifies the feeling of solidarity that was so strongly felt in the recent past, yet has all but been forgotten in everyday life and confirms the existence of certain traditional or common ideals.

Despite accelerated urbanization and inter-

Fig. 3. *The Republic of Wargamäe* (2008), Tallinn City Theatre, directed by Elmo Nüganen. Photo: Siim Vahur.
nationalization, theatre makers and audiences in Estonia still have strong bonds not only with nature and the countryside but also with local identities and communities. Theatre practice is a way of bridging urban and rural cultures and life styles. The consumption of culture in a natural environment is an attempt by a recently urbanized people to blend nature and culture. The symbiosis of nature and art, the low and the high, the everyday and the elitist appears to the Nordic people living in twenty-first-century post-modern society to be the most natural possible combination. In addition, summer culture as a special form of art and living has a similar effect both on artists and spectators, offering them the role of nomadic subjects for a certain and short period of the year. Artists are more or less bound to one or two locations, but spectators of summer culture are welcome almost anywhere where cultural events are performed.

CONCLUSIONS
This article provides an overview of different types of mobility or nomadism in the field of theatre using Estonian theatre history as empirical material. Bruno Latour’s actor-network-theory served as a background for the research and brought to the fore the following questions. What factors trigger theatrical mobility? What consequences do touring and internationalisation have on artistic practices? And what kinds of relationships are created with audiences through theatrical mobility?

Based on the analysis presented above, it is possible to state that touring and guest performances at home tend to depend mostly on the theatre system and cultural policy but, to a large extent, they are also dependent on the number of local spectators, the economic conditions and technology. The latter can be related mostly to the development of vehicles for transportation (trains, horse carriages and lorries were replaced by comfortable buses and later on personal cars) and to the development of theatre technology (and aesthetics) that set higher standards for performance places. In Estonia, the number and percentage of guest performances has been in negative correlation with the average income per capita and technological progress.

Guest performances abroad have had a clear correlation with the economic welfare of the country and to a certain extent also with political freedom. But even when economic, political and cultural conditions are favourable to an international exchange of productions or theatre makers, language and mental barriers cannot be eliminated or overlooked so easily. The positive impact of internationalization in the performing arts lies in an increase of cultural diversity, artistic standards and professional competition. Nevertheless, the negative aspects of international mobility – the displacement of local theatre cultures and cultural homogenization – should also be kept in mind. An alternative strategy for cultural diversity can be found in the acceleration of domestic theatrical mobility in the framework of summer theatre. While nomadism is mostly related to the lifestyle and identity of artists, summer theatre and culture create an opportunity for spectators to experience nomadism in more local spaces such as in a city or rural venue. Thus, the aims or forces behind theatrical mobility and networking, and also the subjects, institutions and objects (like for example, the environment, technology and texts) as actors in these networks deserve further research and international comparison.
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